
1. Attach Legs
• Snap legs in place.

2. Attach Reflector
• Remove reflector from case.

• Attach reflector onto 
threaded rod.

• Fold over special catch, 
securing reflector (Or place 
wing nut on the top and 
tighten).

3. Propane Tank
• Hang propane tank using bracket provided.

• Attach hose to propane tank, tighten securely.

• Heater is now stabilized.

4. Attach Skirt
• Wrap skirt around heater legs to cover propane tank.

• Zip up and secure with velcro closure.

5. Light & Enjoy!
• Turn on gas at propane tank.

• Hold match under burner head.

• Push and turn gas control knob to middle position.

•  After heater lights, hold down control knob for 
15 seconds, release slowly and adjust heat. www.schaeferfan.com

1-800-779-3267

Zubri Patio Heater
Assembly Instructions

From this.....To this... In 5 Easy Steps

• Easy Storage

• Easy to Transport

• Easy to Carry
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ZUBRI Z1-12 PATIO HEATER

Phone toll free: 1-800-779-3267 for assistance.

Safety Guide
1. Your Zubri heater is designed for use with a 20 lb. LP cylinder. No other size is recommended.
2. Storage of your Zubri heater indoors is only permissible if the gas cylinder is disconnected and removed from the
     appliance. Store gas cylinders outdoors, in well-ventilated areas and out of reach of children.
3. Heater is for outdoor use only!
4. Carefully surpervise children and animals in the area.
5. Do not allow anyone to assemble or use if ill, tired, or under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
6. Position on a level and stable surface capable of bearing its weight.
7. Never carry or pull by its gas supply hose.
8. Always turn heat control knob and gas bottle valve off when not in use.
9. Never use, or leave standing in wind, rain.
10. Never leave it turned on while unaattended.
11. Watch your footing. Make sure the floor area around the heater is kept clear of trip-hazards and clean of any
     spillage.
Warning! Whenever you fit a new cylinder or if you suspect there are any gas leaks turn off the gas supply from the
     gas cylinder immediately. Mix up a dilute mixture of washing liquid and water. Turn the gas supply on again, with a
     small brush apply soapy liquid to suspected area, and observe. If a leak is present, bubbles will form. Never test
     with naked flame. Under no circumstances, use this equipment if you suspect a gas leak.
Warning! Whenever the gas is not in use, you must turn off the gas supply from the gas cylinder.
Warning! The emitter and reflector reach high surface temperatures. To avoid injury, do not touch for minutes
     after being switched off.

Assembly
1. Attach legs to control cone. Depress clutch spring on leg and slide leg into leg holder on control cone. Make
     sure clutch spring locks into hole in leg holder.
2. Attach deflector. Place centre hole of reflector over folding wing nut and slide reflector onto emitter. Unfold
     the folding wing nut and screw down onto the reflector until reflector is held firmly onto emitter. Over tightening the
     folding wing nut can damage the reflector.
3. Wrap skirt around legs. Secure with velcro at top. Zip up. Move skirt so that zip runs down one of the legs.

Connecting the gas/propane cyclinder
1. Lift gas/propane cylinder onto hook so cylinder is suspended.

Warning: Cylinders are heavy & may cause injury. Important! Cylinder adds important weight to the Zubri heater
     and helps to keep it stable.

Lighting the heater
1. Turn on gas supply from gas/propane cylinder.
2. Hold flame under burner head.
3. Start gas flow. Push in control knob and turn counterclockwise. Gas will ignite.

      Important: Keep control knob pushed in for at least 15 seconds. This will allow the safety couple device to
      heat up. If the thermocouple is not heated correctly the gas supply will automatically cut off. If flame goes out for any
      reason wait 2 minutes and repeat step 2 and 3.

Adjusting heat
1. Push in control knob and turn counterclockwise to increase heat or clockwise to reduce heat.

Turn heater off and make safe
1. Push in control knob and turning clockwise until stop. Flame will go out. Turn off gas supply on gas/propane
     cylinder.

Cleaning
1. Do not attempt to clean heater while it is warm. General cleanning can be done with a damp soapy cloth followed
      by polishing with a soft cloth. Abrasive cleaners should never be u sed.
2. Turn off gas at cylinder valve.
3. Remove reflector by unscrewing securing nut. Clean reflector with damp soapy cloth followed by polishing with soft
      cloth. Important! Treat the reflector with care as it can bend or dent if you handle it roughly.


